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I’d like to thank the following contributors, without whom this newsletter would not be possible
Alan Jupp (Some of the plans), David Kinsella, Tony Penhall, Geoff Northmore, Ian Finlayson, Ron 
Moulton, Dave Day.

If you can contribute any articles, wish to make your point of view known etc please send to james.i-
parry@tiscali.co.uk or phone 01202 625825. Should you email me an article please don’t use “Reply 
all” as it may be circulated to all recipients of the newsletter.

If you are using Word or Open Office the top and bottom margins are 2.3cm and left and right 1.9cm

The content does not follow any logical order or set out, it’s “as I put it in and receive”.

           
                         This sketch is by Tony Penhall more information in his article

Writings and opinions expressed are the opinion of the writer but not necessarily the 
complier/publisher of Sticks and Tissue. 
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Reply to what is it in the last S&T

The photo, last month, of the large model from 
Hexham C1937 is of a chap called Leo 
Hornsby. Anyone know any more?

Plan request from Dave

I have been trying to obtain a plan from an 
American magazine circa late 60's the model 
was designed for single channel radio and was 
called the Square Hare.  At the time I fitted the 
model with Galloping Ghost with some success albeit short lived. The model when fitted with single 
channel and kick up elevator worked well.
I would like to build another model and fit it with lightweight radio. Can you or your colleagues help 
me to locate a plan? 

First of the many plans including some words by Ron Moulton

Only too pleased to offer a few words on 
Henri Stouffs.
Henri, king of Brussels and Etterbeek, 
blessed with an exuberant enthusiasm 
for anything capable of flight,
Henri Stouffs was always as much a 
British college lad as a Belgian super-
modeller. Educated here and a one-time 
member of Ealing Club he was the son 
of an Airline Pilot who supported a lot 
of his ventures. As a C/L stunt flyer, he 
began, like many others around 
1950 trying to get the best out of a Mills 1.3 in flimsy 

loopers. By about 52 he settled on the ED 2.46 and created the thick section
models with short moment arm for tight consecutive loops and steady inverted which of course 
became the "Blue Pants" which won stunt at the 1954 World Champs and was snapped up for
the January 1955 Aeromodeller. The annual Criterium d'Europe was a magnet not only for teams
but also a host of enthusiasts who had enough cash or transport to get to Henri's smart model shop 
tucked away in the centre of the City. That would be for free flighters as well as control-line.
When Gerry Ritz won the World A/2 Glider Champs at the dusty site normally used for tank 
training, Henri's shop was filled with a galaxy of 
International aces. He was the perfect host and the party went 
on to explore the hotspots till dawn. That military dust was 
soon drowned!
 As a sailplane pilot, Henri's natural talent took him on to 
other World Championships as Belgian representative 
overtaking his shop interests, though he still encouraged 
aerobatic and team racing flyers in the National Team, 
several of whom went on to emulate his successes.
 Regrettably, Henri died young but his legendary Blue Pants 
remains in the X-List.
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Photo taken from Ron Moulton’s Control Line Manual.  You can sometimes find copies of this book 
at SAM gala, swapmeets etc, it’s well worth getting hold of.
 

David Kinsella’s Column

It’s looking Great
Supported by an expanding team of scribes, its subjects always of great 
interest to me (and all of us, I’m sure), Sticks and Tissue is an anticipated 
joy of aeromodelling.  Famous designers, pilots and adventurers have 
emerged from our hobby.  Lovingly practiced by Kings and commoners, 
record holders and racing drivers, as a traditionalist (as pictured!)  Do join 
us know with material as we sail into a great 2008.

(I thank David for his call for material.  S&T is only as good as those who 
take the trouble to jot things down when they think of something and send 
in.  David has also sponsored eight of the plans digitised and appearing this 
month.  JP).

So Many Books
Haynes Publishing lists hundreds of books in their catalogue.  Ages ago my Allard book could be 
found there, at a time when their wonderful museum was taking shape.  John Haynes MBE who 
started it all has remained a very active enthusiast, giving considerable support to our VTR2000 
event.  I have the Spitfire Manual (S&T November) and look forward to other prop classics operated 
by the RFC and RAF.
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In Mahogany
Bravo delta (0870 460 3465) make models for den or desktop.  A good 200 in number, types range 
from Churchill’s 504K to the Eurofighter and measure 18 inches or so.  Commissions are undertaken 
so why not an Ark Royal or 4ft Bismarck in full was paint.

Albert’s Own
If the KK plan said Albert Hatful on opening the box we were sure a good model would result.  I 
built a fair number for rubber or jetex, the plan serving as wall decoration for months.  As mentioned 
in November my Senator was a stunner.  Cheers, Albert.  Thank you very much.

Brunel’s Outfit
Business types flying around the UK should thank the Great 
Western Railway for this facility, the GWR employing 
Westland aeroplanes in brown and cream when they set up the 
service, later a few DH Dragons.   Movies were also shot; seen 
here the Cheltenham Flyer being filmed by a DH above the 
bridge in Sonning Cutting.

Spot On
Mike Crisp restores to the highest standard, sometimes a complete tethered car or boat.  He’s tended 
several motors for me and may be contacted on 01473 737393.  From time to time Mike produces 
complete engines.  NVAs and spinners have assisted many in the Vintage movement.

Grand Hotel
From Agnelli of Fiat to king Zog, all from the top drawer enjoyed The Savoy.  Great parties were 
held there, one featuring an aeroplane in the foyer!  Now it’s closed for a mighty refurbishment, a 
three day sale by Bonhams releasing thousands of items to collectors around the world.  Some prices 
zoomed forty times above estimate, but then the toast rack now working as a letter rack could have 
served Monroe, Sinatra, Dietrich or Brando.  I landed a few bits.

Dave’s Books
A call to 01983 759069 will deliver a 16 page list of aviation books, several signed and highly 
collectable.  Some 180 titles appear.  David G Bancroft will be happy to advise.  It’s highly 
collectable stuff.

Remember, remember
Astra, Benwell, Brock’s…. Famous names to us but now vanished along with 
Lion, Pain’s Standard and the rest generated wonderful artwork seen in shop 
windows throughput the country as November approached.
Now Mark Fleming (0151 707 8091) has published 210 pages on the subject 
for just £11.  After a few sides you’re out there, pre PC, the bonfire roaring, 
crisp night air, the blue touch paper about to be lit….  Far, far too dangerous 
now, we are told, but wonderful fun all those years ago.  And when did you 
last see a Guy? Rather sad.

Top Card
Again Raynes Park MAC’s Christmas card was memorable.  Featuring VTRs in action, it joins my 
collection of great cards to keep.  Well done, boys!
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Top Terry
Terence Cuneo’s statue stands by the entrance to Waterloo Station.  The Coronation canvas of 1953, 
wartime commissions, work for British railways, motoring, portraiture, aviation, ships and horses, 
Terry was maestro of the scene. ‘The Mouse and his Master’ tells the story and reveals several works 
never seen before.  Today this lush production sells for£600 and more.  A friend has one (07942 
721111).  Is it super?  Did Paganini play the fiddle?  Scores of colour plates render a reprint 
impossible.

Stunning Stuff
Amazing designs were considered during World war 
Two.   Pictured in 617 Squadron livery is the giant 
Vickers Type C, complete with red spinners.  A giant by 
Reg Mitchell was bombed when part-built at the 
Supermarine works.  The arrival of jet power opened the 
gates to the V force and Roy Chadwick’s mighty Vulcan. 
Tony Buttler’s book covers this fascinating period. 
Famed for his Lancaster, Chadwick died on a test flight. 
It was discovered that the controls had been reversed 
during service!

Ethereal Lady by Vic Smeed
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Wanted by Richard Bavin and also his Bowden Mouse

(Brown Junior photos – Alan Holmes)

Richard is on the look out for a 
Brown Junior in good condition for 
his latest model.  If you know of one 
or have one you wish to sell please 
let me know and I’ll pass on details 
to Richard.

Enclosed photo of Bowden Mouse, modified for radio assist, SAITO 45 with 13x4 prop for slow 
flying.  A little overpowered but that’s what the throttle is for, and sounds much better at low revs 
anyway.  At the moment it is a “White Mouse” awaiting SMAE and red stripes on both sides and 
C.E.B. on fin.  A very handsome beast when seen in the flesh, pretty minimal framework needing 
centre bracing and web between 3/16sq spruce spars to provide structural integrity for radio use.

Retained the wire tips, tricky “beggars” to bend 
and fit (Bands and dowels for wing retention as 
original system a bit iffy).
Built from ¼ scale plan given to me by Peter 
Scott who I contacted upon recommendation from 
Tony Penhall who also has one and provided extra 
info from his own model (free flight of course).
Interesting project to build.  Short test flight 
suggests a ‘30’ four stroke would provide ample 
power, what a lovely piece of flying 
aeromodelling history.  ¼ scale plans can be 
obtained from Keith Harris, so come on chaps, 
lets see a nest of White Mice this season.

Oxford R/C Vintage and Control Line

Not sure of the details but rumoured to be scheduled for 3rd and 4th May?   No doubt more will appear 
next month or in other publications/newsletters if the event is confirmed etc.
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KK FW190

Sorcerer

This appeared in Flying Models – Favourites of the Fifties by Vic Smeed 
and was at the time not credited apart from being taken from Model 
Aircraft.   It was a design by then Watford Wayfarers member John Taylor 
now in BMAS.  DC Dart powered, its best flight was from Croxden Green 
to Uxbridge where it landed in reeds beside the Grand Union Canal and 
was found and returned by a teacher out on his boat!  Perhaps it should 
have been renamed Moses?  
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Peacemaker, George Aldrich, Oliver Tiger

What else can be added?  Well……………  

John Taylor, 
after the 
Sorcerer, went 
on to build the 
first 
Peacemaker in 
this country 
from the plans 
that Ron 
Moulton 
obtained 
directly from 
George Aldrich. 
Powered, of 
course, by a 
brand new 
Oliver Tiger 
that he had 
previously won. 

KK Gazelle - 
Interesting to have 
alongside Peace-
maker, I thought. 
Obviously there 
are absolutely no 
similarities.
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More Vintage from Tony Penhall

I noticed the inclusion of a model thought to be Maxwell Bassett’s Miss Philadelphia.  But even 
though the polyhedral wing is evident, it is not a Bassett design as you thought.
So an opportunity to fill in for you with my two pennyworth again presents itself!
HISTORY;   
William Lykens Brown and Maxwell ‘Buddy’ Bassett were great friends whilst at High school in 
Philadelphia.  Most Vintage buffs will know of the relationship of course, but those who have 
recently joined the SAM brigade may not be so familiar with these two pioneers.  A little background 
therefore may be a good idea?
In 1932 or perhaps a little earlier Bill Brown had been trying to make an engine capable of flying a 
model airplane.  Bill produced a small .278 cu in petrol engine utilising a hand made spark plug.  The 
engine was installed in a thin fuselage of the stick type.
Bill’s friend Max Bassett designed and built the model for this small motor and thus a long term 
relationship developed.  Bassett would become synonymous with the incredibly popular 
phenomenon of the Gas powered Model airplane!!  Probably the most successful modeller in his 
time!  Four enthusiastic contestants gathered on May 10th in 1932 all of whom were members of the 
Philadelphis Model Airplane Association.  This was the first serious attempt to create a Gas Model 
competition.  But unlike the first .278 cu in engine Bill had made at high school, the new engines 
were of .60 cu in capacity and capable of flying larger models than the smaller engine.  The BROWN 
JUNIOR was born.  This set a standard, which survives in modelling today.  The 10cc engine 
produced by Bill Brown was a benchmark of excellence in its time, flying models of up to 10ft span 
or more with success.
As for the results in that first contest Maxwell and Bill placed 1st and 2nd with very short flights of 

nine and eight seconds respectively!  Edward Henne placed third with less than three seconds and 
Franklin Reed failed to start his engine!  Pioneer efforts that began a saga in model aircraft design 
which changed the course of aviation history.
Most of Bassett’s models were of the stick configuration with outsize tails and fins.
Maxwell was concerned that his attempts to remain airborne for any length of time were marred by 
the tendency for his models to spiral with the torque of the engine.  Larger and larger tails areas were 
built to try and counter the effects of the Brown engine under full power.  But it was not until hid 
Fleetwing a true fuselage model was developed that the value of the frontal side area of a given 
model was realised!  What followed was probably one of the most significant machines Bassett ever 
produced, The Miss Philadelphia and eight feet span fuselage design the name of which Max Bassett 
would pin on the remainder of his models.  The Miss Philadelphia would win the Stout and Moffatt 
trophies in the 1933 National event while his second model Miss Philly 11 won the Mulhill event
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 with a flight of nearly 15 minutes!  It was at this contest that Bassett was presented with the Texaco 
trophy for the longest gas model flight for the first time.  He would win the Texaco trophy again the 
next year at the Akron Nationals setting a new record in the process.  Perhaps the most thrilling flight 
made by a Miss Philadelphia machine was during 1934 on May 28th when Miss Philadelphia 1V 
sporting a 6 feet 1 inch double dihedralled wing flew for more than 2 ½ hours covering 54 miles and 
reaching 8,000 feet!  This flight was ratified by the pilot of a Fairchild monoplane Jack Byrne with 
his companion Victor Fritz who followed the model on its adventure.  Max Bassett was by then the 
undisputed Champion model builder and Gas Model flyer.  The Junior Motors Corporation was 
deluged with orders for the engine Bill Brown had created.  Bill would produce about 1,000 engines 
in the first year of production supplying the ever increasing demand for the new Brown Junior motor 
by hungry enthusiasts keen to take up the Gas Model hobby!

Next the Brown Junior heads the 
map of the route Miss Philly 
took.

Finally, the Limited Edition 
print (see front cover) I drew 
some years ago for commercial 
sale shows the double dihedral 
winged model airborne with 
Max Byrne and Victor Fritz 
following in the Fairchild.

(The prints are for sale and 
available from Tony Penhall in  
plain or framed form 
01480472658 if you would like  
one don’t delay as there aren’t  
many left)

Here is Maxwell Bassett hand 
launching his Miss Philadelphia 
1V at Camden airport New 
Jersey with Bill attending.
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(If there is a gap to fill chuck in an engine print!)

Vintage photo corner

       
Who can name these models?  Pre war USA

                         
                                                                      Come on twin boom challenge, what is it who will make?

                         
                                                                                                     Launching Oz style
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Not sure which club this pulsejet originated from.  Someone suggested Alton?  HSE comments! 
My first thought was one huuunddrrrrred and eighty well that was after duck! 

         
Wilmott    and        Mansour  (Frog, Jetex etc)     Mansour         Wilmott    and     Ian Dowsett

                             
Could that be Laurie Ellis certainly looks like his models?

              
                           Unknown with an unknown unknown followed by an unknown
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Taxi Brooks with his enlarged (Phil Smith) Lavochkin, ETA29 powered with dural impellar 1953 

                           

Someone must know what models etc these are C1928.      From Tim Westcott referring to righthand 
again 1928 photo. Almost certainly is DA Paveley and that looks very similar to the Fairy Queen he's 
holding BUT I don't think it is because Fairy Queen has a slightly longer fuselage aft of the wing and 
a different fin! My guess is that it's an earlier model

                

Request from John Harvey

Could I beg another mention in Sticks and Tissue please?   A while ago I appealed in Sticks and 
Tissue for any information or drawings for the Cody 1A. An original drawing has now been 
unearthed at the Science Museum, prints taken and work has started on a full size flying replica. Now 
it has been suggested that a flying RC scale model would not only add interest but could help in 
initial tests before the first flight of the replica. Anyone with the necessary building and flying skills 
who would like to be involved in what promises to be an exciting happening please contact me and I 
will put you in touch with the right people.  Contact me on 02380 552517, or email 
johnharvey1@onetel.com. Or see me at the monthly SAM natter night on the first Wednesday of 
every month at the British Aerospace Social Club at Hamble.                                  
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Letter from Ian Finlayson

Hi James it's Ian over in Ireland.  I've only been here in Ireland for about 4 years and was flying 
vintage models near to Manchester in England, typically about 48" span with a PAW 0.55cc diesel 

and controlled only by rudder and throttle which made 
them sometimes quite tricky to trim out, but when I 
eventually got it right the way they flew was quite 
similar to the early single channel models. Of course 
when I moved to Ireland it all changed because I live 
near the sea now and it is ALWAYS windy, so I soon 
found out that the smallest diesel engine that would 
push the model through the wind was a PAW 15 in a 

model about 60" span, picture of a Skyleada Bantam above. Am also 80 % way through building a 
Keil Kraft Southerner, which should be ready for the better weather.
The models I build are not replicas, they are copies drawn on the 
computer using a CAD programme and usually the size is adjusted 
to around 60" span, also I usually change the rib spacing to 60mm 
and correct any little mistakes in the original pencil drawn plan. 
Other stuff that has to be done is change the tail incidence and 
increase downthrust slightly to get rid of the original steep climb 
and glide of the model also a 'D' box wing increases the torsional 
stiffness of the wing. Models are covered in Solartex and I like the 
fine details to be right, test flights with a plastic prop then switch to a wooden one, also I don't think 
vintage models should be fitted with modern plastic wheels, so I remove the plastic centre and turn a 
wooden centre from an old brush handle so it looks a bit like a Trexler airwheel. 
 

Halo by Dave Platt

I’ve never had one of these but the main concern I heard raised at RPMAC a couple of years ago is 
about the strength of the cabin supporting the wing.  Prone to failure unless “beefed up”?
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Middle Wallop dates of events that may be of interest?

The following are on the SAM1066 website.
February 10th

March 22 – 24th                                            

April 27th

June 22nd      please note that the date is 22nd NOT 2nd as I typed in last S&T                

August 23 – 25th

September 21st

October 12th 

November 30th

Middle Wallop events you may be interested in?

Veron Junior Combi Competition 2008

This is a small rubber model (20" span) competition for any of the four 
Veron Junior Combi models, which are the Consul, Corsair, Coupe, and 
Cadilac.
This is meant to be a fun event but also provide a challenge with parameters as in the rules below to 
control any excesses that may be dreamt up by a competitor.
The very basic rules are as follows: -

1.Models to be any of the four Veron Junior Combi-Kit designs.
2.Models to be built to the plan.
3.Propeller to be any free wheeling non folder of a maximum 8" diameter.
4.The only plastic covering allowed to show is on the fin.
5.Three flights to a 1minute max and a fly off/mass launch.
6.When crops are growing there will be no retrieving from the fields, the model should therefore 
be considered lost.
7.All qualifying flights to be undertaken by 13.30 hours. The fly off will follow at 14.30 hours.
8.Competitors to sign in with the organiser prior to commencing. The signing on point will be 
clearly signposted and in close proximity to central control.
9.BMFA insurance required.

The events to be held at Middle Wallop on: -
April 27th
September 21st
October 12th
November 30th

There will be no contest entry fee (a gate entry fee still applies)
The winner on each event will receive a Flitehook voucher.
For further details please contact: -
James Parry 01202 625825 or james.i-parry@tiscali.co.uk
Plans are available from Phil Smith - £4 including P&P 01202 433431 
(If anyone one wants a reduced size copy of plans so as to decide which to build let me know JP)
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R/C wireless assist at Middle Wallop – Sunday 24 August 2008

Again the event has been agreed and will go ahead, as last year 
Tony Tomlin and myself will be organising there will be 
Tomboy comps and precision flying but mainly a fun fly day. 
Last year was arranged at short notice but was a good turn out 
so hopefully given advanced warning we can improve on?  Still 
leaves the Saturday and Monday for free flight.
More news next month

BANDBOY THEFT AT CHOBHAM COMMON, SURREY 
Sunday 6th January 2008 – Mike Cummings

Raynes Park MAC Member, Gerry Parker of Addlestone was flying his Vic Smeed Bandboy over 
Chobham Common when an unfortunate 
trim alteration resulted in a long flight.
The model was seen to land in the Car 
Park at the top of the ridge near to the 
M3 motorway.  When Gerry arrived at 
the Car Park, the model had vanished. 
There were a large number of vehicles in 
the Car Park at the time. 
The model is covered in red and yellow 
solartex and is powered by an Irvine 
Mills .75.  Be aware, this is an unusual 
occurrence at Chobham and is more likely to occur at Epsom Downs.

Latest from Geoff Northmore

Model 
(Pinocchio 33” 
span) complete, 
but unflown due 
to very high 
winds at this 
time. We're 
away on our 
yacht for a week 
or so, but I hope 
to get the model 
airborne soon 
after our return. 

I'm beginning to have some doubt as to MK 1 Mills 1.3 
ability to drag the model in to the lift - we'll see I guess.
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Zen and the art of the autogiro by Dave Day

I've always been fascinated by autogiros, even when I didn't know what they were. The film 'Shape 
of things to come' made circa 1936 (I wonder if it influenced Ken Wallis?) has a wonderfully modern 
electric autogiro that someone should model.
Yes, an electric autogiro in 1936. But then 'Aeromodeller' actually flew an electric ducted fan in 
1946. Does the word 'Vintage' have any real meaning?
Sometime in the late 1940's I built an autogiro published in 'Indoor Flying Models' by Ron Warring 
(one of those large Harleyford books). Not really knowing what an autogiro was I added another 
rubber motor to drive the rotors. Of course it didn't fly!
When the Rodart was published in 'Aeromodeller', I built one for a Mills 0.75. It would loop (into the 
ground), roll and try to bunt, but never flew. I got fed up of repairing it and turned the rotor pylon 
into a wing pylon, built a pair of wings and flew it as a pylon model. With the help of the then-
fashionable pendulum elevator, it would prop hang. So much for modern R/C.
In the 60's I was a member of the Larks club and witnessed the many attempts to get the prototype 
Chippiwa to fly. It left the ground many times but invariably crashed. It would complete most of a 
circuit but, on turning into wind, would rear up and crash. Tilting the rotor to get the nose down 
simply didn't work, but it did tend to stop the rotor. I was amazed when the design was published. It's 
worth explaining here that lateral control was effected by having two large horizontal tail surfaces 
working in opposition and fore/aft control was achieved (?) by tilting the rotor backwards and 
forwards. In the light of hindsight, the other way around might well have worked.
When I was working for 'RCM&E' in the early 80's I had the chance to review the Micro-Mold 
Wallis, designed by Roy Sturman. I saw Roy fly his many times and noted that he always reduced 
the throttle after take-off. When I flew the review model I realised why. It needed every last scrap of 
power available to get the rotor speed up and get into the air (a 60 size engine turning an 11x7 pusher 
prop AND spinning up a 63" rotor). Once it was flying it was dramatically overpowered and highly 

unstable in pitch. It also had the Chippiwa characteristic 
of rearing up uncontrollably. I now realise that the solid 
obeche blades were a liability and a set of helicopter 
blades with a forward CG might well have cured it. 
Take-off to crash ratio was about 3 to 2.
Whatever, controlling an autogiro with a fixed pitch heli 
head does not give enough control power and every 
control input moves the paddles, adds drag, and slows 
the head down.
When the electric RTP craze hit us, I built a half-size 
version of a C/L giro published in an 'Aeromodeller 
Annual' which 

flew quite well. It would tear around on the floor until the 
rotors wound up and would then leap into the air and stop! It 
then flew very slowly in a nose high attitude.
Bill Hannan has published several F/F giro designs usually 
around peanut size. One of these is the Tyro-Gyro. I found that 
it was a pig to trim but very consistent once trimmed (it needed 
a lot of lateral offset on the rotor head). It was always flown 
indoors and on one celebrated occasion hit the rafters and 
dived vertically into a cardboard box containing Mick 
Wilshere's EZB. There were lots of turns on the motor and it 
produced lots of thumping noises accompanied by bits of 
Mick's model flying out of the box. The gyro was unscathed 
but Mick wasn't happy!
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Nowadays, in the USA, you can buy an autogiro conversion kit for just about anything from a Lazy 
Bee to a Sig Rascal. So, thought I, what about a Pico-Stick? I made a typical tail assembly from 3mm 
depron to replace the original tail and also made a short set of wings to make it look like a typical 
full-size machine. Apart from rudder and elevator controls, it had lateral tilt on the rotor to give roll 
control. The rotor blades were also of 3mm depron with ply root reinforcement and attached to the 
hub via 16 SWG wire to give some flexibility.

The intention was to fly it with the standard wings, then switch 
to the smaller wings and finally to attempt to fly it with just the 
rotor. It flew beautifully with the standard wings - why not, it 
was a standard model plus a rotor. It could be turned with both 
the rudder and the rotor tilt and would do vertical descents. With 
the short wings it steadfastly refused to fly. I tried adding power 
by changing from the GWS ILS unit to a geared 280 motor, 
without success. Needless to say it didn't fly with just the rotor.
I used the conventional modelling approach of having negative 
pitch on the blades and raking the rotor axis back to give easy 
rotation of the rotor, 

knowing that this produces a lot of drag. I was aware that the 
full=size machines actually used a symmetrical blade set at 
zero pitch. This setup does not 'auto rotate' easily but gives 
less drag and reduces the rolling effect. I tried a new rotor 
with this setup. It needed a preliminary spin and then wound 
up so hard in a light breeze that it took the tail off! I decided 
that a much taller rotor pylon was needed and converted the 
model back into a standard Pico-Stick.
Now, the original full-size machines gave/had lots of 
problems but, once sorted, could be flown by any pilot with a 
few minutes instruction. Most early examples used an 
existing fuselage/tail unit plus a fixed rotor. Some retained the wings and used the ailerons for roll 
control, some dispensed with the wings and used ailerons on outriggers. The next stage was to tilt the 
head both laterally and fore/aft for control.

With a rotating wing, forward flight causes a rolling effect 
due to differential lift - the forward moving blade producing 
more lift than the aft moving blade. Various means were tried 
to combat this, including making one side of the tail an 
inverted section. The eventual solution was to make the 
blades flap up and down so that the advancing blade would 
flap up more and dump lift. Originally, this was done very 
simply with a spar which bent - it didn't last long!
Moving back to models, single rotor machines have always 
been regarded as 'difficult'. The basis of most of the available 

kits is to have conventional tail controls plus lateral tilt of the rotor. There are lots of videos to be 
found on the web showing that they do work.
When I saw the Monotwirl in a recent magazine, I had to 
build one. It is all depron in construction and very similar to 
the current 'Shock Flyers'. Mine came out at 165 g (5.9 
ounces) with a CD-ROM motor and 1200 mAh 2 cell Li-
Poly battery. A power/weight ratio that will prop hang and 
doesn't need the rotor. I have to say that it is almost the 
worst plan I have ever seen with some inexplicable 
notations and some curious construction features that seem 
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to deny the existence of friction. So, I had to build it more or less exactly as the plan to prove that it 
couldn't fly.
I'm still waiting for the weather to cooperate but have managed one flight. It took off into a near 
vertical left bank (the rotor is 
anticlockwise) but was controllable via the 
rotor tilt and I managed a left circuit 
holding on lots of right aileron and got it 
down in one piece, merely knocking the 
motor off.
If only poor Cierva had known. All he had to 
do was tilt the rotor to one side and his 
troubles would have been over - I think. 
More when the weather improves...

Some links
http://www.autogyro.com/
http://www.theplanpage.com/Months/2505/ia.htm
http://www.autogyro-rc.com/
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From a Mike Holloway plan that he sent to Replikit to be copied, which it was.
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The Tomboy grows up by   Tony Tomlin  
                             
The Tomboy3 R/C competitions [to David Boddingtons rules], staged at various vintage meetings 
over the last 3 years, have proved very successful. This simple duration competition, using the 36” 
Vick Smeed Tomboy fitted with a Mills.75 diesel, standard 3cc fuel tank, and 2 channel radio has 
gone from strength to strength. This year it is planned to hold around 10+ of these meetings.
Performance of these models has improved with lighter R/C equipment becoming easily and cheaply 
available, some fliers finding the height reached on a good thermally day soon makes their models 

appear very small!
To help overcome this problem David 
Boddington has built two Tomboys, increased 
in size by 1/3rd   giving a rugged, compact, car 
friendly model of 48” span.
Both models are powered by the Mills 1.3 
diesel and have proved to be steady fliers with 
a surprisingly brisk climb rate. Although no 
competitions for these models are planned for 
2008, if there is sufficient interest, some 
impromptu events will be organised.

Tomboy Senior Rules
Engine     Mills 1.3 diesel MK 1or2, Aurora [Indian] or Irvine with standard tank.
No modifications are allowed to the engine although a cut out is optional.
Propeller A Graupner Grey 9 X 4 propeller must be used.
Wheels     21/2” Balloon wheels must be fitted.
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Covering  ‘Tex’ type material or nylon etc. No plastic film covering
General     The model should be exactly as per the modified plan. i.e.: 3/16”sq. longerons / spacers 
increased to ¼” sq. Dihedral is slightly reduced. Engine bearers are extended to the second bulkhead. 
Sheeting under the nose omitted and engine bay side cheeks reinforced with 1/16” ply. Wing centre 
section sheeting extended one bay each side 
[two extra ribs fitted].
The rules are designed to give all fliers an 
equal chance with the emphasis on flying 
skills.
I am myself 75% through building a 
Tomboy Senior and appreciate the 
modifications David has made to the wing 
centre section with 2 extra ribs and a little 
extra sheeting. This makes joining the wings 
to the centre section a lot easier than before. 
I have mounted my servos on a plate under the wing centre section and will use a closed loop to the 
rudder and a lightweight snake to the elevator. My elevator is as plan at ¾” wide. I also have fitted a 
throttle servo to my model that will allow me to cut the engine if height seems to be overcoming 
eyesight!
If I can be of any help with this model or the 36” R/C Tomboy I can be contacted on 02086413505 
Email.  pjt2.alt2@btinternet.com

Class B racer passes by Ron Moulton

Followers of Vintage Team Racing will be saddened to learn that Syd McGoun has parted this mortal 
World. The appreciation in MODEL BOATS by Stevenage Model Boat Club Secretary Ralph Moore 
brought the loss to our attention rather late as Syd had died on November 13th 07, aged 75. Although 
often seen with his old West Essex team racing mates at  the Nationals, including last August at 
Barkston Heath,  Syd took to racing model powerboats after his very successful years in the late 
fifties. Winner of Class B at the Nats and other major rallies through 1957-59 with his Thunderbird 
and the universal West. Essex. Chacksfield/Carter/McCoy 29, both in this own name or when paired 
up with John McNess, Syd had equal success in Class A with his  Mac design. Both models were 
taken up with minor mods by Henry Nicholls for the Mercury kit range.
Always jovial and keen to help others on the team racing circuit, it was no surprise to learn that 
Syd’s powerboat racing was similarly successful. He was in at the beginning of OMRA, the Offshore 
Model Racing Association and throughout the growth of that organisation had been a driving force. 
At the time of his death he was the OMRA Secretary. As Chairman of the Stevenage Model Boat 
Club his keen interest and encouragement brought him many friends. A Syd McGoun Trophy has 
already been established to commemorate his memory.
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From a Replikit plan
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Paul Howkins - Plans for Vintage Planes

TIGER SHARK 72” Span £10 + £1 pp
RANGER 80” Span £11 + £1 pp
SHRIMPO 51”  Span £6 + 75p pp

72”  Span £10 + £1 pp
90”  Span £12 + £2 pp

MERCURY MAGNA 84” Span £10 + £1 pp
PHOENIX 72” Span £10 + £1 pp
COQUETTE 51” Span £8 + 75p pp

72” Span £12 + £1 pp
BIGGER STUFF 85” Span £11 + £1 pp
GREAT STUFF 102” Span £12 + £2 pp
POWAVAN 88” Span £11 + £1 pp
SCARAB 84” Span £11 + £1 pp
CUMULUS 96” Span £11 + £1 pp
DRAGONFLY 84” Span £12 + £1 pp
JODEL D9 “BEBE” 69” Span £10 + £1.50 pp
(Includes Instruction sheet and information pack).
ISAACS FURY 72” Span £15 + £2 pp
FROG “PRINCE” 120” Span £14 + £2 pp
Ready built brass tail plane hinge is available for all models in this list with all moving 
tail assemblies, complete with nylon screws, fixing screws and instructions.  Can be 
used on other models if suitable.  This is already detailed on the relevant drawings.
PRICE  £8 + 75p pp
Plans and mechanisms can be obtained from 
PAUL HOWKINS
18 LARKFIELD WAY
COVENTRY  CV5 7QB Tel:  024 76 4051

PIRATE 2X 68” Span £6 + 50p pp
BANDIT 2X 86” Span £10 + £1 pp
OLD TRUSTY 75” Span £8 + £1 pp
FROG FIREFLY 54” Span £7 + 50p pp
The above plans can be obtained from
CHRIS HUGHES
41 MOUNT NOD WAY
COVENTRY  CV5 7GY Tel:  024 76 46336
Plans list of the above models with colour photos can be obtained from Paul.   Email: 
valerie@larkfieldway.fsnet.co.uk
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Bournemouth MAS Allendale – Wimborne, indoor event 22 January 2008

This being the first such event organised by BMAS at this venue.  There was a good turn out of 
modellers and spectators some attending from as far away as Chichester, about 65 mile drive.
The most numerous of models were hanger rats but there were plenty of others including scale, 
Butterfly’s and then I struggle for names.  Flitehook were in attendance, which was great so I bought 
some balsa, prop, and balsa cement for my Veron Junior Combi that I will now commence to build.
Here are some photos but they are poor quality so in future back to using my old camera or learn to 
use the new one when indoors!  Next meet planned for 26 February.
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John Taylor’s holding out his Bulldog 
(At least you can put an arm to the name)

                                   

                               

    Glad they don’t weigh much!
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   From a Replikit plan
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Miss 38 by Vic Smeed

I know I included before but that was a messed about with photo taken of the plan whilst pinned to a 
wall. (The plan not me)  Not good, this is better.  I’m still going to make a 1.5 X’s for R/C although 
my two F/F ones were good flyers.  Mind you all VS’s models fly well.
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WIMBORNE MODEL AERO CLUB
VINTAGE AEROMODELLING EVENT FOR WIRELESS OPERATED MODELS

SUNDAY 18 MAY 2008    09.30 – 17.00 
                                                                   

LOCATION
The flying site is at Cashmoor, between Blandford Forum and Salisbury, 
off of the A354 approx.  300 metres East of the Inn on the Chase pub. 
This is just East of Chettle, West of Gussage St. Andrew.  The Southside 
of the A354 there is a gate leading off of at an angle of 20 degrees. 

Proceed up the track .4 mile to the parking area
OS explorer map number 118,    987 141 puts you on the flying field.
A map will be emailed on request contact details below.

MODELS
Models to be of up to 3 channel vintage design although post vintage but sympathetic to the era will 
be acceptable.   I.C or electric.

EVENTS
1.Tomboy three to the David Boddington rules.  Both 36” and enlarged 48”.
2.Spot landing.
3.Precision flying.
4.Other events to be decided on.  Contact the above nearer the date.

REQUIREMENTS
All those flying must have BMFA insurance.   Regrettably frequency restraints mean only 35 MHz, 
UHF, 2.4 GHz.          NO 27mhz.

PARKING
There is ample on site parking

FACILITIES
There will be a WC for ladies use only.

BBQ
There will be a BBQ

CONTACT
James Parry    01202625825                james.i-parry@tiscali.co.uk
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